COMBAT TEAM BRAVO RESUPPLY
Unit: U21

Attachments: EOD (2 pers); I32; 2 x fuel trucks and 2 x utility trucks with drivers

Detachments: Nil

Location: A2 Echelon (Caltex building - refer to map)

Time: D+2 0600

Weather: Full sunlight; rain forecast from 1000

Situation: CT-B is located at Ross, approximately 10km to the south of Campbell Town. CT-B requires a resupply of rations, ammunition, fuel and construction stores to continue operations.

Mission: Escort logistics assets to 38 Badajos Street, Ross (GR 373 470 – see map) IOT conduct resupply with CT-B NLT D+2 1100.

Execution: Convoy escort from Campbell Town, patrolling south on the Midlands HWY to marry up with CT-B elements at Ross to conduct a Black Market.

Administration & Logistics: Troop is at full capacity for fuel, with rations for three days, 200L of potable water and double first line ammunition.

Command & Signals: You are in command of this patrol and your communications back to your Company Commander are good.
Roughly 5km south of Campbell Town, your lead APC strikes an IED. The driver of the APC has sustained injuries to his back and the Platoon medic assesses it is too dangerous to move him without an ambulance. On top of that, two soldiers have significant head wounds and one is unconscious. You are wary of further explosions or attacks igniting the fuel truck, and the Convoy is vulnerable, stationary in the open on the Midlands HWY. The infantry Platoon remains mounted and are requesting to dismount.

**TASK**

Write a set of orders for your next course of action on the next page:
SITUATION

MISSION

EXECUTION
ADMINISTRATION & LOGISTICS

COMMAND & SIGNALS
You are the infantry section commander of the front APC which has struck an IED, the driver has sustained injuries to his back and two passengers (1x rifleman and 1x gunner) have significant head wounds with one unconscious, this leaves the vehicle commander, who is off the gun and providing first aid to the driver, and 5x section members capable. In accordance with the situation that the PLCOMD has described via a digitally transferred map, your PLCOMD (I32) has issued you a warning order dictating that you will provide immediate dismounted security to the disabled APC on order from the convoy commander.

**TASK**

Write a set of snap orders for your section in preparation to establish immediate security and start managing the casualties.

Describe what key information would you be providing to your Platoon Commander to support his/her decision-making?
SITUATION

MISSION

EXECUTION